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(L-R:   Mixing   It   Up:   Painting   Today.   Hurvin   Anderson,    Ascent ,   2019,   acrylic   on   paper   laid   on   board,©   Hurvin   Anderson   (2021).   
Courtesy   the   artist   and   Thomas   Dane   Gallery.   Laura   &   Barry   Townsley,   London.   Photo:   Rat   Hole   Gallery;   Jadé   Fadojutimi,   
Cavernous   Resonance ,   2020,   oil   and   oil   stick   on   canvas,   ©   Jadé   Fadojutimi   (2021).   Courtesy   the   artist   and   Pippy   Houldsworth   
Gallery,   London.   Photo:   Eva   Herzog   

Mixing   It   Up:   Painting   Today    brings   together   31   contemporary   painters   whose   work   freely   
draws   on   varied   image   sources,   techniques   and   traditions   in   order   to   fashion   fresh   and   
compelling   works   of   art   that   speak   to   this   moment.     

Featuring   three   generations   of   artists   who   live   and   work   in   the   UK,    Mixing   It   Up:   Painting   
Today    highlights   the   country’s   emergence   as   a   vital   international   centre   of   contemporary   
painting.   Reflecting   the   international   character   of   the   UK   painting   scene,   the   participating   
artists   come   from   a   diverse   range   of   backgrounds   and   nationalities:   over   a   third   of   the   
participating   artists   were   born   in   other   places,   including   countries   in   Africa,   Asia,   South   
America   and   North   America.    Mixing   It   Up:   Painting   Today    is   also   the   first   survey   of   
contemporary   painting   in   the   Hayward   Gallery’s   history   in   which   the   majority   of   the   artists   are   
women.   
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Whilst   this   multi-generational   group   of   artists   doesn’t   constitute   a   new   movement   or   
stylistic   tendency,   they   share   a   significant   interest   in   mining   their   medium’s   exceptional   
multiplicity,   and   exploiting   its   potential   as   a   format   in   which   things   can   be   mixed   up   as   in   
no   other.    They    frequently   create   works   that   sit   in   between   existing   categories   and   genres,   
and   that   fashion   unexpected   associations   between   the   past   and   the   present.   Rather   than   
aiming   to   craft   iconic   images,   they   treat   the   canvas   as   a   site   of   assemblage   where   
references   converge   from   diverse   sources,   including   advertising,   vernacular   and   
documentary   photography,   viral   memes,   fashion,   medical   manuals   and   cinema,   as   well   as   
art   history.   Using   the   medium   as   a   platform   for   speculative   thinking   and   unexpected   
conversations,   their   paintings   oscillate   between   observation   and   invention,   depiction   and   
allegory,   illusion   and   materiality.   Exploring   fissures   in   our   conventional   ways   of   looking   and   
thinking,   including   our   conceptions   of   gender,   race   and   identity,   their   paintings   hint   at   
different   ways   of   thinking   about   the   relationship   between   individual   and   collective   identities,   
as   well   as   between   self   and   other.     

Above   all,   the   paintings   in   this   exhibition   are   resonantly   ambiguous.   These   works   invite   
viewers   to   recruit   their   own   imaginations   in   working   out   different   ways   to   interpret   them,   
whilst   often   questioning   how   their   social   reception   might   shift   among   different   audiences.   
Whether   reflecting   on   aspects   of   present-day   experience   or   framing   old   stories   from   
fresh   perspectives,   they   draw   on   painting’s   capacity   for   linking   seemingly   unrelated   
things   (and   the   ideas   and   feelings   associated   with   them)   in   ways   that   provoke   us   to   find   
meanings   for   them.     

Ralph   Rugoff,   Director   at   the   Hayward   Gallery,   says:    “If   painting   is   typically   pigeon-holed   
as   the   most   conservative   and   traditional   of   art   forms,   the   artists   in   Mixing   It   Up   offer   
evidence   for   a   contrary   point   of   view:   that   in   fact   painting   -   thanks   to   some   of   its   unique   
characteristics   -   may   in   fact   be   the   medium   that   accommodates   the   most   conceptually   
adventurous   thinking. ”     

Mixing   It   Up:   Painting   Today    features   31   artists:    Tasha   Amini ,    Hurvin   Anderson ,    Alvaro   
Barrington ,    Lydia   Blakeley ,    Gabriella   Boyd ,    Lisa   Brice ,    Gareth   Cadwallader ,    Caroline   
Coon ,    Somaya   Critchlow ,    Peter   Doig ,    Jadé   Fadojutimi ,    Denzil   Forrester ,    Louise   
Giovanelli ,    Andrew   Pierre   Hart ,    Lubaina   Himid ,    Kudzanai-Violet   Hwami ,    Merlin   James ,   
Rachel   Jones ,    Allison   Katz ,    Matthew   Krishanu ,    Graham   Little ,    Oscar   Murillo ,   
Mohammed   Sami ,    Samara   Scott ,    Daniel   Sinsel ,    Caragh   Thuring ,    Sophie   von   
Hellermann ,    Jonathan   Wateridge ,    Rose   Wylie ,    Issy   Wood    and    Vivien   Zhang .     

The   exhibition   will   be   accompanied   by   a   catalogue   with   original   texts   by   Jeremy   Atherton   
Lin,   Martha   Barratt,   Ben   Eastham,   Emily   LaBarge,   Rosanna   Mclaughlin,   Rianna   Jade   Parker   
and   Ralph   Rugoff.   

Mixing   It   Up    is   curated   by   Hayward   Gallery   Director   Ralph   Rugoff,   with   Assistant   Curator   
Phoebe   Cripps   and   Curatorial   Assistant   Thomas   Sutton.   
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09   September   –   12   December   2021   
The   Hayward   Gallery,   Southbank   Centre,   Belvedere   Road,   London   SE1   8XX   
Full   price   standard:    £12     
Concessions   available   &   Southbank   Centre   Members   go   free.   
  

Link   to    Mixing   It   Up:   Painting   Today    web   page     HERE   

The   Hayward   Gallery   new   opening   times:   
11am   –   7pm,   Wednesday   -   Saturday   
10am   –   6pm,   Sunday   
Closed   Monday   and   Tuesday   
  

Further   information:   
www.southbankcentre.co.uk    /    customer@southbankcentre.co.uk   
  

Online   pre-booking   is   essential   for   everyone,   including   Southbank   Centre   Members   and   members   of   
the   press.   ID    may   be   requested   on   arrival   for    discounted   tickets.   
  

Twitter:     @haywardgallery   
Instagram:     @Hayward.Gallery   
Facebook:     www.facebook.com/haywardgallery/   

Complimentary   press   tickets:   

Journalists   planning   to   cover   the   exhibition   will   need   to   contact   the   Southbank   Centre   press   
office   to   arrange   a   ticket   in   advance.   

  
NOTES   TO   EDITORS   

  
About   the   Hayward   Gallery     
The   Hayward   Gallery,   part   of   the   Southbank   Centre,   has   a   long   history   of   presenting   work   by   the   
world's   most   adventurous   and   innovative   artists   including   major   solo   shows   by   both   emerging   and  
established   artists   and   dynamic   group   exhibitions.   They   include   those   by   Bridget   Riley,   Martin   Creed,   
Antony   Gormley,   Tracey   Emin,   Andy   Warhol,   Ed   Ruscha,   Jeremy   Deller,   Anish   Kapoor,   René   
Magritte,   Francis   Bacon   and   David   Shrigley,   as   well   as   influential   group   exhibitions   such   as   Africa   
Remix,   Light   Show,   Psycho   Buildings   and   Space   Shifters.   Opened   by   Her   Majesty,   The   Queen   in   July   
1968,   the   gallery   is   one   of   the   few   remaining   buildings   of   its   style.   The   Brutalist   building   was   designed   
by   a   group   of   young   architects,   including   Dennis   Crompton,   Warren   Chalk   and   Ron   Herron   and   is   
named   after   Sir   Isaac   Hayward,   a   former   leader   of   the   London   County   Council.   

  
About   the   Southbank   Centre   
The   Southbank   Centre   is   the   UK’s   largest   arts   centre   occupying   a   prominent   riverside   location   that   
sits   in   the   midst   of   London’s   most   vibrant   cultural   quarter   on   the   South   Bank   of   the   Thames.   We   exist   
to   present   great   cultural   experiences   that   bring   people   together   and   we   achieve   this   by   providing   the   
space   for   artists   to   create   and   present   their   best   work   and   by   creating   a   place   where   as   many   people   
as   possible   can   come   together   to   experience   bold,   unusual   and   eye-opening   work.   We   want   to   take   
people   out   of   the   everyday,   every   day.     

The   site   has   an   extraordinary   creative   and   architectural   history   stretching   back   to   the   1951   Festival   of   
Britain.   The   Southbank   Centre   is   made   up   of   the   Royal   Festival   Hall,   Queen   Elizabeth   Hall,   Purcell   
Room   and   Hayward   Gallery   as   well   as   being   home   to   the   National   Poetry   Library   and   the   Arts   Council   
Collection.   It   is   also   home   to   four   Resident   Orchestras   (London   Philharmonic   Orchestra,   Philharmonia   
Orchestra,   London   Sinfonietta   and   Orchestra   of   the   Age   of   Enlightenment)   and   four   Associate   
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Orchestras   (Aurora   Orchestra,   BBC   Concert   Orchestra,   Chineke!   Orchestra   and   National   Youth   
Orchestra   of   Great   Britain).     
  

  
  

  


